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SSecondary cosmic ray



Cosmic-ray propagation

Description by a set of coupled diffusion equations, 
numerically solved with GALPROP:



CConstraining cosmic-ray propagation
Secondary-to-primary ratios 
constrain propagation since 
secondaries “undergo propagation 
twice” 

Standard rulers: B/C and 9Be/10Be
[Donato, Fornengo, Maurin, Salati; 2004]

[Putze, Derome, Maurin; 2010]

[Kappel, Reinert, Winkler; 2014]

[Johannesson, et al.; APJ; 2016]

[Feng, Tomassetti, Oliva; 2016]  
…

Light nuclei: D and 3He/4He
[Coste, Derome, Maurin, Putze; 2010]

Antiprotons
[MK, Cuoco; 2016]



CCosmic-ray DM



DDM and cosmic-ray antiprotons

Is there an complementary way to investigate the potential signal?

Potential DM signal in 
CR antiproton at 
mDM ~ 70 GeV

But: the estimation of 
systematic uncertainties 
is non-trivial

CR antiprotons 
constrain WIMP DM at 
high energies 



CCosmic-ray antideuteron



EExpected antideuteron flux

We compute the 
antideuteron 
flux corresponding to 
the possible DM hint 
in CR antiprotons

The DM hint from CR 
antiprotons is well within the 
antideuteron sensitivity of 

GAPS and AMS-02!



CCross sections in cosmic rays

Antiprotons are produced by 
interaction of CR p and He with 
the ISM of mostly H and He.

Main production channels:
pp 50%-60%
p He 15%-20%
Hep 10%-20%



SSecondary antiprotons
What is the required precision of the 
antiproton production cross sections 
to match the accuracy of AMS-02 

flux measurements? 

How do recent measurements of 
antiproton production improve the 

uncertainty of the source term and 
the corresponding flux? 



Cosmic-ray antiprotons constrain DM 

Systematic uncertainties in cosmic-rays 
require more detailed investigation

GAPS will resolve whether the DM interpretation 
of the AMS-02 antiproton data is viable

Cosmic rays (antiprotons) can constrain BSM models

Astroparticle physics has become a high-precision discipline with a 
lot of discovery potentials  

SSummary and conclusion

tion 

Stay tuned!



Investigation of systematic uncertainties 
(in cosmic-ray fits)

Identifying (local) sources of cosmic rays

Unveiling possible non-standard scenarios 
of propagation/diffusion

Multi-messenger (combining results with 
gamma-rays and neutrinos) 

What happens beyond our Galaxy?

TThank you for your attention!

Personal interests for the future
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CComic-ray measurement

AMS-02 measures primary 
(p,He,C,N,O), secondary nuclei 
(Li,Be,B), and electrons/positrons 
between 1 GeV and a few TeV

Antiprotons are determined with 5% 
accuracy between 1 and 400 GeV

Approved balloon experiment 
dedicated to low-energy 
antiproton and antideuteron

Unique identification due to 
capture of antiparticles in exotic 
atoms



FFit of the antiproton + DM



DDM hint - antiproton production cross section



FFit of DM parameters



CCosmic rays in the precision era

Space-based experiments PAMELA 
and AMS-02 determine cosmic-ray 
spectra with increasing precision

Interpretation of the CR data 
requires understanding of:

Production
Propagation in the Galaxy
Solar modulation

Future experiment GAPS aims to 
measure antideuteron



SSystematic uncertainties

Coalescence momentum

pc suggested by recent 
ALICE measurements 
would  increases signal 
by a factor of 4

Coalescence approach

Monte Carlo based 
coalescence  might 
decrease GAPS signal 
by a factor of 4 

Solar modulation

Has only a comparably 
small impact



SSystematic uncertainties on the secondaries

The dominant 
uncertainty comes from 
the coalescence model

The energy-dependent 
coalescence, from 
[Gomez-Coral+;2018], 
reduces the secondary 
and tertiary fluxes 
below 10 GeV/n up to 
one order of magnitude



CConservative approach: DM limits

Forbidden by 
AMS-02 antiprotons 

FoFoFFoForbidden byyyyyy
AMMMMMMMS-02 antiprooooooootttons

We calculate maximal 
antideuteron flux which 
does not violate limits 
derived from the 
AMS-02 antiproton 
flux measurements 

GAPS may find anti-
deuterons from DM 
with mDM < 200 GeV

(in the channel)



WWhat about antihelium?

In the standard scenario 
all the expected 
antihelium (3He) fluxes 
are at least one order of 
magnitude below the 
expected sensitivity of 
AMS-02

With optimistic 
assumptions on the 
coalescence momentum 
secondaries are a factor 
2 below the final 
AMS-02 sensitivity 



AAntideuteron in CRs
Secondary antideuteron 

[Chardonnet, Orloff, Salati; 1997]

[Duperry, et al.; 2005] 

[Blum, Ng, Sato, Takimoto; 2012] 
...

DM antideuteron
[Donato, Fornengo, Salati; 2000]

[Duperray, Protasov, Voronin; 2003]

[Ibarra, Tran; 2009]

[Brauninger, Cirelli; 2009]
...

Mote Carlo based coalescence
[Kadastik, Raidal, Strumia; 2010] (PYTHIA)

[Ibarra, Wild; 2013] (PYTHIA)

[Fornengo, Maccione, Vittino; 2013] (PYTHIA)

[Herms, Ibarra, Vittino, Wild; 2017] (PYTHIA)

[Dal, Kachelriess; 2012] (HERWIG vs. PYTHIA)

[Dal, Raklev; 2014] (HERWIG)
...

Antideuteron propagation
[Donato, Fornengo, Maurin, Slati; 2004]









CCross section parametrization



CComparison of cross section parametrizations

Large discrepancies between different parametrizations!



FFits of cross section parametrizations

Reevaluation of two 
parametrizations

Param. I  [Di Mauro, et al.; 2014]

Param. II [Winkler; 2017]

for pp and  pA collisions

Focus on cross section data 
from NA49 and NA61 
in the pp channel

Fit of pA: 
Rescaling from pp
With p He data from LHCb
(recent first-ever determination!) 
and pC data from NA49



FFitting the proton-nuclei channels

Data in pA channels is scarce 
=> No stand-alone parametrization

Our Ansatz: fit a rescaling of the 
pp channel

LHCb provides the first ever 
measurement of antiproton 
production from a proton beam 
at Tp = 6.5 TeV on fix-target helium

LHCb data gives preference for 
Param. II at large energies



TTotal antiproton source term

Uncertainties from pp
translate into all channels

Antiproton production from 
antineutron or antihyperon 
decay adds 5% uncertainty



What is the required precision of the 
antiproton production cross sections 
to match the accuracy of AMS-02 

flux measurements? 

How to improve cross section uncertainties


